
 

 

      FROM TRUCK DRIVERS INJURED AT WORK 

 

PASSENGERS NOT INCLUDED 

There are many situations in life when things or people are not allowed to enter.  A few examples 

include those occasions when pets are typically banned from public buildings, unless the dog is used to 

assist a person with a disability.  Another is when guns are not allowed in certain places or when 

customers are not allowed in the maintenance garage at a vehicle repair facility.  There are reasons for 

each of these restrictions.  Most often the reasoning is based upon either public safety or personal 

safety. 

Martin had the opportunity to follow similar guidance last month when his truck broke down along an 

interstate highway.  However, he decided to ignore the guidance.  Consequently, he got hurt. 

It had been an “OK” day for Martin.  His dispatch was not too demanding and the traffic, so far, had not 

been an issue.  But that all changed when his truck rapidly and unexplainably overheated.  He pulled 

over and let it cool off.  As his truck was cooling off he was beginning to heat up (stress) because he was 

now running behind schedule.   

After his truck cooled, he then cranked it and proceeded down the interstate, but after just a few miles 

his truck immediately overheated again.  Martin realized that he was going to need a tow, so he alerted 

dispatch who made the call. 

After a short delay, the recovery truck arrived and secured itself to Martin’s truck.  Because Martin 

needed to update his logs, he decided to remain in the cab of his truck and do so while the recovery 

truck driver was securing the tow.  As soon as Martin finished his logging he opened the door to his 

truck and stepped out – all the way to the pavement which was now about a 10 foot fall. 

REAL LIFE LESSON 

Towing a disabled vehicle is a dangerous task, especially towing a commercial truck.  Nowhere in this 

task is there a need for the driver of the disabled vehicle to be inside the disabled vehicle.  Once the 

connection process begins the driver needs to stand a safe distance from the vehicles.  Then if he needs 

a ride he can sit in the cab of the recovery vehicle. 

If Martin had followed this policy then he would not be under the extended medical treatment for a 

fractured wrist and severely strained ankle.  And, to add insult to his injury, his truck was repaired long 

before his body will be! 


